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Anti-predator defences are typically regarded as relatively static signals that
conceal prey or advertise their unprofitability. However, startle displays are
complex performances that deter or confuse predators and can include a spec-
tacular array of movements, colours and sounds. Yet, we do not fully
understand the mechanisms by which they function, their evolutionary corre-
lates, or the conditions under which they are performed and evolve. Here, we
present, to our knowledge, the first phylogenetically controlled comparative
analyses of startle displays including behavioural data, using prayingmantises
as a model system. We included 58 species that provide a good representation
of mantis diversity and estimated the strength of phylogenetic signal in the
presence and complexity of displays. We also tested hypotheses on potential
evolutionary correlates, including primary defences and body size. We
found that startle displays and morphological traits were phylogenetically
conserved, whereas behavioural traits were highly labile. Surprisingly, body
size was not correlated with display presence or complexity in phylogeneti-
cally controlled analyses. Species-rich clades were more likely to exhibit
displays, suggesting that startle displays were probably involved in lineage
diversification. We suggest that to further elucidate the conditions under
which startle displays evolve, futurework should include quantitative descrip-
tions ofmultiple display components, habitat type, and predator communities.
Understanding the evolution of startle displays is critical to our overall
understanding of the theory behind predator–prey dynamics.

1. Background
Perhaps because they are a matter of life or death, anti-predator defences have long
capturedhumanattentionandemergent researchhasprovideddeep insight into the
underlyingevolutionaryprocesses [1].Concealment throughcamouflage strategies,
such as crypsis andmasquerade, help prey to avoid detection and identification by
predators,whereas aposematism—advertisement of unprofitability such as toxicity
or weaponry—typically provides protection by predator learned avoidance [2].
Camouflage and aposematic strategies have received the bulk of research attention
and they and their evolution is usually investigated independently, viewed as
alternative anti-predator strategies with independent evolutionary histories.

Despite being considered in isolation, there are at least two clear ways in
which camouflage and aposematism are combined in anti-predator defence:
distance dependence and startle displays [3–6]. Distance-dependent colour pat-
terns are those known to be cryptic to predators from far away and aposematic
at close range, suggesting that the same colour pattern can be camouflaging
and aposematic depending on predator viewing distance [3,5,6]. For example,
in dyeing poison frogs (Dendrobates tinctorius), their colour pattern is salient to
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predators at close range, but pattern elements are not discern-
ible at a greater distance which causes a camouflaging effect
[5]. Empirical data on such dual-strategy colour patterns are
rare and so macroevolutionary patterns in distance-dependent
changes in anti-predatory function are as yet difficult to ident-
ify. On the other hand, many species are known to defend
against predators using startle displays, complex performances
in which prey may swap between camouflage and aposema-
tism among others [4,7]. These displays are widespread
acrossmultiple clades, and taxonomic diversity of species exhi-
biting startle displays spans at least three animal Phyla in 17
Orders (K. D. L. Umbers 2020, personal observation). Startle
displays can incorporate conspicuous colours, light, sounds,
postures and/or compounds when they perform their defence
[8] and among species, even closely related ones, startle dis-
plays are often highly variable. For example, in Catocala
moths, sympatric species’ forewing crypsis is convergent
whereas hindwing colour patterns are divergent and anoma-
lous with regard to predator’s previous encounters [9–11].
The great variability in startle displays stands in stark
contrast with predictions of stabilizing selection in camouflage
and aposematism and suggests the potential for different
evolutionary drivers [12].

The charismatic nature of startle displays is at oddswith our
poorunderstandingof themechanisms bywhich they function,
their evolutionary correlates, and the conditions under which
they are performed and evolve [4,13]. Phylogenetic compara-
tive methods provide powerful opportunities to develop and
test hypotheses on the evolution of complex traits like startle
displays and their components [14]. Studies on size, shape
and colour traits are possible through the assessment of large
numbers of museum specimens, including fossils, where phy-
logenetic hypotheses are available [15]. However, compared
to our understanding of body size, shape and colour, the evol-
utionary history of behaviour is often obscured. Descriptive
behavioural data are typically relatively time-consuming to col-
lect and difficult to classify [16]. In addition, behavioural traits
are ephemeral. They can be difficult to observe or induce, are
only exhibited temporarily, and only by live animals, meaning
that presence and especially absence data can be especially dif-
ficult to obtain. However, behavioural traits cannot be
discounted, because they can reveal the function and have
strong fitness consequences. They can promote or constrain
evolutionary change by, for example, compensating for limit-
ations of morphological traits (e.g. genital size) [17] and/or
physiological traits (e.g. thermoregulation) [18], or by reducing
the availability of traits to selection (e.g. hidden colour patterns)
[4,19,20]. It is thus unsurprisingly impossible to fully under-
stand the evolution of traits that include behavioural
components without behavioural data.

Startle displays lend themselves to comparative behavioural
analyses because they are complex, discrete, multicomponent
performances that can behighlydiverse among taxa. Evolution-
ary patterns of startle displays have been recently investigated
on the sounds and hidden colours of several insect clades and
have found different patterns when accounting for phylogeny
[21–23]. Such comparative studies are very valuable for gener-
ating and testing hypotheses on the evolution of colour
patterns but unfortunately it remains difficult to draw con-
clusions about the complete startle display strategy without
behavioural data. A few studies have aimed to provide evi-
dence on the feasibility of different hypotheses on the
evolution of startle displays [24]. Some of these prior studies

have tested the evolutionary sequence of the components of
startle displays such as the Startle-First hypothesis [4,8,24,25].
The Startle-First hypothesis suggests that the movement com-
ponent of a display can deter predators on its own, and the
subsequent acquisition of a colour pattern component could
enhance its effect. Studies such as Holmes et al. [24] provide
critical empirical behavioural evidence to support tests of the
Startle-First hypothesis at a broader phylogenetic scale. How-
ever, this hypothesis only comments on the order in which
components of the displays may have arisen over evolutionary
time, and theory on how startle displays evolve is in its infancy.

The praying mantises are a cosmopolitan, monophyletic
group comprising nearly 2500 species in over 425 genera
[26]. Mantises are famous for performing visually impressive
startle displays, some of which include sound production.
Many mantis species’ displays, and lack thereof, have been
described in the literature, making them an ideal system
with which to examine the evolution of startle displays.
We gathered descriptions of mantis displays from both the
literature and experts in mantis behaviour and conducted
phylogenetic analyses across 58 different praying mantis
genera (one species per genus, approximately 13% of total
diversity at the genus level). Our main goal was to quantify
the macroevolutionary patterns of startle displays in man-
tises. Specifically, we addressed the following four
questions using our behavioural and morphological dataset
in a phylogenetic comparative framework:

First, is there a correlation between the presence of
startle displays and the species’ type of primary defence?
Our hypothesis was that the type of primary defence is corre-
lated with the presence of startle displays. We predicted that
display presence and complexity would be more likely to be
associated with ‘special resemblance’ (putative masquerade
[27]; sensu Skelhorn [8,21]) than ‘general resemblance’ (puta-
tive crypsis) [28,29]. Our rationale was that ‘special
resemblance’ and complex startle displays both require a lot
of morphological changes and that both may evolve in
response to very strong predation pressure.

Second, is startle display presence or complexity correlated
with body size or other morphological traits (e.g. relative wing
length)?Ourhypothesiswas that thepresence and/orcomplex-
ity of startle displays is positively correlated with overall body
size. There are three rationales for this hypothesis: (i) larger
species may be a more profitable meal, (ii) larger species may
be poorer at escaping and therefore require a more potent
defence, and (iii) larger startle displays may be more effective
deterrents. Similarly, with regard to wing length, we predicted
a negative correlation between display complexity and forew-
ing length relative to body length. For example, a species with
very short wings may benefit from a more complex startle dis-
play because it cannot fly to escape. Because female mantises
are typically larger than males, we also asked whether there
are differences in displays between the sexes.

Third, is there a difference between the macroevolutionary
patterns of behavioural and colour display components as pre-
dicted by the Startle-First hypothesis?We assessed the fit of the
Startle-First hypothesis in explaining the evolutionary trajec-
tory of startle displays in the praying mantises. Following
Blomberg et al.’s [14] findings that behavioural traits generally
exhibit less phylogenetic signal than other traits, our hypoth-
esis was that strength of the phylogenetic signal would differ
between behavioural and colour pattern components. We pre-
dicted that if the Startle-First hypothesis is true, (i) behaviour
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and colour traits would be evolutionarily decoupled in some
species, particularly in less-recently derived species, and (ii)
that behavioural components would show greater lability
than colour patterns as is the case in many different taxa,
such as in the exaggerated displays of bowerbirds [30].

Fourth, is the presence and complexity of startle displays
correlated with species richness? Our hypothesis was that
startle display presence and complexity is not randomly dis-
tributed among taxa with respect to species richness of a
clade, and that speciose clades would be more likely to diver-
sify. We predicted that species in species-rich clades have
more complex displays than those in more isolated clades as
species ‘innovate’ and ‘elaborate’ (sensu Endler [22]) to
occupy different ecological niches [22]. Ecological character
displacement resulting from interspecific competition [23]
and ecological and phenotypic differentiation has been demon-
strated in several groups [22,31,32]. Furthermore, increases in
the complexity of startle displays may also increase survival
through the anomaly, differences in the appearance of prey
that share a predator population may decrease the probability
that predators can learn to expect any one type of display
[10,11]. The praying mantises provide a unique opportunity
to learn about the macroevolutionary patterns of both the be-
havioural and morphological components of startle displays.

2. Methods
(a) Startle display and primary defence data
To generate our dataset, we searched Web of Science and Google
Scholar for all published descriptions of praying mantis startle
displays. In total, we gathered behavioural descriptions for 58
praying mantis species, with each species representing a different
genus across the Mantodea, representing approximately 13% of
mantis diversity at the genera level. Please see the electronic
supplementary material Methods and Results for further details.

(b) Body size and shape data
To compile the dataset of mantis body size, we took size data from
seven publications and, in addition, directly measured 294 speci-
mens from 49 species kept in the collections of the Cleveland
Museum of Natural History and the National Museum of Natural
History (Smithsonian Institution).We provide further details in the
electronic supplementary material Methods and Results.

(c) Mantis phylogeny and timetree estimation
A total of 93 praying mantis taxa were selected from previous
studies [26], and one newly added species was included in our
phylogenetic tree estimation (electronic supplementary material,
table S1). We estimated and generated: (i) a partitioned maxi-
mum likelihood (ML) tree, (ii) a mixed model Bayesian tree,
and (iii) a time-calibrated tree (timetree) using BEAST v1.8.3
[33]. Details on tree estimation and taxa selection are provided
in the electronic supplementary material Methods and Results.

(d) Phylogenetic comparative analyses
We used both the consensus timetree and the posterior distri-
bution of 10 000 randomly sampled trees to address our
questions on macroevolutionary patterns. We pruned the Manto-
dea timetree to match the available data for each of the analyses
to genus level (electronic supplementary material, figure S2),
using the R package ape [34]. We then estimated their evolution-
ary distinctiveness using the equal splits metrics [35] with the
evol.distinct function in picante [36]. Evolutionary distinctiveness

can be described as a measure of the genetic isolation of certain
taxa in a phylogenetic tree [35].

(i) Phylogenetic signal and ancestral state reconstruction
We estimated the degree of phylogenetic signal in behavioural
traits, colour pattern displays and body size and shape variables,
to determine whether each of these traits is phylogenetically con-
served or it shows a certain degree of evolutionary lability. To
estimate the degree of phylogenetic signal in startle display and
its component, as well as the type of primary defence (figure 1),
we fitted Pagel’s lambda models [37] using the function fitDiscrete
in geiger [38]. We expected that species in which these categorical
traits are phylogenetically conserved would have lambda values
closer to 1 (i.e. have evolved under a Brownian motion (BM)
model of phenotypic evolution), whereas species with phylogen-
etically labile traits would have values closer to 0. To determine
whether there had been more or fewer evolutionary transitions
for each display component than expected by chance, we also
compared the number of evolutionary transitions for each display
component against a randomization process of that character
across the phylogeny [39]. We also estimated the strength of the
phylogenetic signal on the presence of display and complexity
of display across the posterior distribution of 10 000 randomly
sampled trees, to account for phylogenetic uncertainty in our
data. For body size measures, i.e. continuous morphological vari-
ables, in our dataset, we estimated the degree of the phylogenetic
signal using Blomberg’s K-statistic with phylosig in phytools [40]
and incorporating sampling error as per [41], for both males and
females. This allowed us to know whether behavioural display
traits, colour pattern displays, and body size and shape exhibit
different macroevolutionary patterns, and determinewhether dis-
play traits are more labile than body size and shape traits.

Finally, we estimated ancestral states in the complexity of dis-
play using a continuous-time Markov chain model (Mk model)
with the R package ape [34], to estimate the distribution of display
state changes through time. We used three different models to
reconstruct the ancestral states of this trait: (i) a one-parameter
equal rates model (ER), (ii) a symmetric model of reconstruction
(SYM), and (iii) an all-rates different matrix model (ARD). This
allowed us to estimate the most likely ancestral state of deimatic
displays, as well as the most likely point in time when deimatic
displays appeared in mantises.

(ii) Trait correlation
We tested for evidence of correlated evolutionary changes
between the presence of startle display and type of primary
defence using the function fitPagel [42] in phytools [40]. This stat-
istical method estimates the change rates for binary traits across a
phylogenetic tree and tests whether the evolutionary patterns
of two discrete traits are correlated. We tested for correlated evol-
utionary patterns across all of the combinations of binary display
traits. We also performed phylogenetic ANOVAs (phyloANO-
VAs) between morphological traits and startle displays, to
discern whether specific startle displays are correlated with
specific body shape patterns. All phyloANOVAs were per-
formed, as per [43] using the phylANOVA function in phytools
[40]. Finally, we also compared the probability of a species
having a display using two separate generalized linear models,
one for males and one for females, without phylogenetic correc-
tions. We performed that with display presence as a binary
response variable to average body length as the fixed effect
using the ‘glm’ function in the R package lme4 .

(iii) Phylogenetic distinctiveness
We estimated phylogenetic distinctiveness using the equal
splits metrics [35] with the evol.distinct function in picante [36]. We
performed phyloANOVAs between each display trait
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(both behavioural and colour pattern displays) and evolutionary
distinctiveness. We also fitted phylogenetic generalized least-
squares (PGLS) models to test for a correlation between
phylogenetic distinctiveness and continuous traits (including mor-
phological traits, i.e. body size and shape), using the gls function
in nlme [44].We used two different models of phenotypic evolution
toestimatewhichcorrelation structure fitted thedatabest:Brownian
Motion (BM)andOrnstein-Uhlenbeck (OU),using the functions cor-
Brownian and corMartins from the apepackage [34], respectively.We
estimated the expected covariance under a BMmodel with the par-
ameter γ = 1, and for the OU correlation matrix, we used a fixed
parameter α = 7.1 (best fit). We calculated McFadden’s adjusted R-
squared (McF R2

adj) by dividing the log-likelihood of each model
(minus the number of estimated parameters, which was k = 1 for
all of our PGLSmodels) by the log-likelihood of a null model with-
out the predictor (phylogenetic distinctiveness in all the other PGLS
models), and then subtracting this value from 1 [45]. We used
Akaike information criterion (AIC; [46] to select either a BM or
OU model, with lower AIC values depicting a better fit (we did
not use AICc because n < 40). All morphological variables were
log-transformed for each PGLS analysis, with the exception of the
sexual dimorphism ratios on morphological variables. These tests
allowed us to determine whether the presence and the complexity
of startle displays, as well as body size and shape traits, were corre-
lated with phylogenetic distinctiveness to determine whether
speciose taxa are more likely to exhibit deimatic displays.

3. Results
(a) Startle display and primary defence data
We found reliable descriptions of the defensive behaviour and
morphology of 58 species of mantis in 58 genera,

approximately 13% of extant genera. Of the available descrip-
tions, 31 species were reported to perform a startle display
when provoked and 27 to not perform such a display despite
the same level of provocation. Please see the electronic sup-
plementary material, Methods and Results for further details.

(b) Body size data
We illustratemantis phenotypic variation in bothmales (m; n =
165) and females (f; n = 129) for body length (m = 14–118 mm;
f = 11–127 mm), pronotum length (m = 2–47 mm; f = 2–
52 mm) and forewing length (m = 10–62 mm; f = 4–68 mm) in
the electronic supplementary material, figure S1.

(c) Mantis phylogeny and time tree estimation
Both the partitioned ML and the Bayesian analyses recovered
a topology (likelihood score: -150062.114978) with high boot-
strap support (BS) values (≧80) across most terminal level
nodes and low BS values (less than 80) across most backbone
nodes (electronic supplementary material, figure S2), which is
consistent with prior studies [26,47,48]. Further details are
provided in the electronic supplementary material Methods
and Materials.

(d) Phylogenetic comparative analyses
(i) Phylogenetic signal and ancestral state reconstruction
Tests of phylogenetic signal in the presence of a startle display
recovered a lambda value of 1, indicating that closely related
taxa are more likely to have a display than distantly related
taxa. The complexity of the display also showed moderate

presence behavioural trait

presence colour trait

absence

families

Acanthopidae

Eremiaphilidae

Tarachodidae

Empusidae

Hymenopodidae

Mantidae

display components

Figure 1. Timetree of mantis species with available behavioural data. The presence and absence of different behavioural components are noted in black and grey,
respectively. Colour shading on tree tip labels indicate the Mantodea family to which they belong. (Online version in colour.)
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phylogenetic signal (l = 0.571). However, when accounting for
phylogenetic uncertainty by testing the strength of phyloge-
netic signal across of 10 000 trees, the phylogenetic signal
was moderately strong for the complexity of display (λ =
0.780; electronic supplementary material, figure S3), and very
strong for the presence of display (λ = 0.996; electronic sup-
plementary material, figure S3). Both display presence and
complexity also have fewer evolutionary transitions than
would be expected by chance, again supporting the hypothesis
that displays are phylogenetically conserved (electronic sup-
plementary material, table S2). In terms of the seven display
components, three of the four behavioural traits—wings
display, arms display and sound—had a very low phylo-
genetic signal (l = 0), indicating that these traits are labile
(electronic supplementary material, table S2). On the other
hand, the colour patterns—wing colours, arm colours, abdo-
men colours—and mouth display showed moderately strong
phylogenetic signal (l > 0.805). There were no significant
differences in evolutionary transition in comparison to a
randomization process for any of the individual display com-
ponents, even though the number of transitions was lower
than expected by chance in some cases (electronic supplemen-
tary material, table S2). Mantis primary defence (putative
crypsis or putative masquerade) showed strong phylogenetic
signal (l = 1), but no significant differences in the number of
transitions compared to that expected by chance (electronic
supplementarymaterial, table S2). We found a strong phyloge-
netic signal for the body size variables we measured, but a low
phylogenetic signal in all the dimorphism ratios (electronic
supplementary material, table S3).

The ancestral state reconstruction showed phylogenetic
clustering of presence and complexity of display, with the
ancestral state being no display, and the different displays
appearing approximately 60 Ma (electronic supplemen-
tary material, figure S4). The model of highest likelihood
being the all-rates different matrix model (logLikER =
−81.60; logLikSYM =−72.04; logLikARD =−65.00; electronic sup-
plementary material, figure S4).

(ii) Trait correlation
We did not find any evidence that the evolutionary patterns of
display traits are correlated (electronic supplementary
material, table S4). We found significant results between
display traits and some body shape traits for some of the phylo-
ANOVAs performed, mostly related to forewing length
(forewing length dimorphism and sound, female forewing
length and wings display, male forewing length and wings
display, male forewing length and presence of display, male
forewing length and complexity of display (electronic sup-
plementary material, table S5). Independent of phylogenetic
history, the probability of display presence was higher for
larger animals in both males and females, but the effect
sizes were very small (0.03 and 0.02, respectively; electronic
supplementary material, table S7 and figure S5).

(iii) Phylogenetic distinctiveness
phyloANOVAs performed on evolutionary distinctiveness
were significant for the presence of display and display com-
plexity (F1,57 = 14.527, p = 0.003 and F3,57 = 4.969, p = 0.013,
respectively; figure 2). For the PGLS analyses, we found no
strong relationship between any morphological variable
and evolutionary distinctiveness (electronic supplementary

material, table S6), for either models following BM or OU.
Also, we found no clear pattern in the model of phenotypic
evolution of this correlation, as there was a mix of models
being best fitted by BM, while others were better fitted by
an OU covariance structure.

4. Discussion
Startle displays are spectacular performances to deter
or confuse predators, which can greatly increase biological
fitness. This study provides, to our knowledge, the first com-
prehensive picture of the evolution of startle displays and
their components in a phylogenetic framework. We analysed
the available descriptions of 58 praying mantis species’ startle
displays to address four questions on their evolution. Our
data provided the following insights, each of which we dis-
cuss in further detail, and in instances where our
hypotheses were not supported we briefly speculate on
explanations to guide future hypothesis testing. First, neither
display presence nor complexity was correlated with the type
of primary defence. Second, we found a weak effect of body
size on the presence of display independent of phylogeny, but
when accounting for phylogeny, we did not find evidence
that body size traits were correlated with the presence or
complexity of startle displays or their components. Third,
we found a moderate phylogenetic signal in display presence,
display complexity and the presence of hidden colour pat-
terns. We also found a strong phylogenetic signal in body
size measures, but a weak signal in our derived measures
of sexual dimorphism. By contrast, we found a weak phylo-
genetic signal in three of the four behavioural display
components—the use of wings, the use of forelegs and the
production of sound. Fourth, species displays in species-
rich clades were more complex seemingly through lability
in behavioural rather than colour pattern traits. Finally, our
data do not provide a strong test of the Startle-First hypoth-
esis because all but four species’ displays include both
behavioural and colour pattern components.

(a) Is there a correlation between the presence of
startle displays and the species’ type of
primary defence?

Our data do not support our hypothesis that startle displays
are positively associated with ‘special resemblance’ (putative
masquerade [27]). This could be owing to ecological factors
such as variability in predation pressure, the defences of sym-
patric prey species, other advantages in resembling
environmental objects (such as floral simulation), or because
our data are subjective from a human perspective and binary,
thus reducing confidence in our conclusions. Secondary
defences like startle displays are used when primary defences
fail [4,19,49] so our results could mean that species with
greater complexity in their displays are so because they are
more often identified as prey and attacked [50]. To test this
hypothesis, data on the predator–prey dynamics of many
species is required, specifically the relative vulnerability of
different morphologies to predation—a formidable task at
this phylogenetic scale.

The decoupling of primary and secondary defence in man-
tises could be driven by species living in sympatry, though
unfortunately the data to test this hypothesis is not available
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for mantises. The primary defence of Catocala moths cryptic
forewing patterning is convergent among sympatric species
and the colour patterns on their hindwings—used in startle—
are divergent [9]. Convergent crypsis suggests that for Catocala
there is an optimal pattern for avoiding predator detection, and
their divergent startle colours have been interpreted as support-
ing an anomaly hypothesis whereby because of their forewing
convergence, predators cannot easily predict the hindwing
colour and are startled [10,11]. Asmuseum records are digitized,
the addition of geographical information about mantis species
distributions and thus the specieswithwhich theyare sympatric,
and theirpredatorsuitemayallowcomparisonswith theirdefen-
sive strategies and would be of great interest.

(b) Are startle displays correlated with body size and
shape?

We predicted that displays would be present and complex in
larger species because they may have a higher likelihood

of detection and predation risk, be more worthwhile prey,
and/or be poorer at escaping and thus receive a greater
benefit from startle displays [20]. However, when controlling
for phylogeny, we did not find evidence that body size and
shape traits are correlated with display presence or complex-
ity or components, though we found a small effect of body
size on display presence independent of phylogeny. Previous
studies on insects have found that the presence of hidden col-
ours is positively correlated with body size in only
Orthoptera and Phasmatidae when phylogeny was con-
trolled but not in Mantidae, Saturniidae (Lepidoptera) or
Sphigidae (Lepidoptera), which matches our results for man-
tises [20,51]. One possible explanation for a decoupling of
body size and startle displays in mantises is that they have
different evolutionary drivers. While predators are likely to
be the main drivers of the evolution of startle displays,
body size may be driven by many other factors including
fecundity [52], dispersal and the mantis’ own hunting strat-
egy [53]. For example, in the orchid mantises

16.774 122.891

evolutionary distinctiveness

length = 61.446

primary defence
crypsis
masquerade

5

display complexity score

0
2
3
4

Figure 2. Timetree of mantises with available behavioural data depicting evolutionary distinctiveness and primary defence type (crypsis or masquerade) and display
complexity score for each species. (Online version in colour.)
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(Hymenopodinae: Hymenopodini), large female body size
preceded the change in their morphology from mantis-like
to flower-like seemingly to gain access to large pollinating
insects as prey [53]. Conspecific males, on the other hand,
remained ancestrally small and cryptic, affording them the
ability to disperse and locate females.

(c) Do evolutionary patterns differ between behavioural
and colour pattern display components?

We observed that colour traits are always present with behav-
ioural traits in all but four species, and colour traits were
much more phylogenetically conserved than behavioural
traits (figure 1). The common appearance of behaviours
and colours together could be caused by strong covariation
between these traits, perhaps indicating an association
between particular genes and multiple independent display
traits [54]. Pleiotropic mutations could increase the potential
for evolutionary diversification of these coupled traits [55],
which would also explain the patterns of display complexity
we observed in species-rich clades. However, the genetic
underpinnings of behavioural traits are extremely complex,
as they are usually regulated by complex genes, can be
affected by multiple epistatic effects and are sensitive to
environmental variation, making it difficult to discern trait
effects [56,57].

Conversely, functional integration could be driving these
patterns of concerted evolution between specific behavioural
and colour components in startle displays [58]. Ligon et al.
[58] report functional integration of visual and acoustic sig-
nals in the birds-of-paradise and suggest that the extreme
diversification of ‘courtship phenotype’ is partly a conse-
quence of the multicomponent and multimodal nature of
their displays. An interesting further question for future
studies is whether complex startle displays could have
given rise to mantis radiations (see §4d immediately below).

Holmes et al. [24] showed that movement alone can deter
predator attack in the absence of conspicuous coloration,
depending on the speed of that movement [24], but that
the addition of a conspicuous colour enhanced the display’s
anti-predator effect. The four species in our dataset that
perform behaviour-only displays may be trading off between
a display that is still effective at deterring predators but
avoids the metabolic or conspicuousness costs of coloration.
A wider sampling of the mantis phylogeny may reveal
more behaviour-only displays—it is possible that the pub-
lished descriptions of displays are skewed to the more
spectacular species—and enable comparative analyses of
the causation and survival value of displays with and with-
out colour patches and the validity of the Startle-First
hypothesis.

Our results do not lend clear support to the Startle-First
hypothesis, nor do they convincingly negate its applicability
to praying mantises. While we see some decoupling of
behaviour and colour patterns, the four species that exhibit
behaviour-only displays are scattered across the phylogeny
and not concentrated in relatively less-derived clades
(figures 1 and 2). Wider sampling is needed to test whether
basal linages are more likely to perform behaviour-only dis-
plays, a lofty, but worthwhile goal. In addition, quantitative
descriptions of displays such as colour pattern conspicuous-
ness, size of the colour patch, speed and vigorousness of
behavioural performance, are needed for more accurate

measurement of display complexity. Of course, we cannot
discount that the Startle-First hypothesis may simply be a
poor explanation for the evolution of startle displays in
mantises (at least). Quantifying the use of mantis raptorial
forelimbs in defence and their variability across the Order
may allow the Defence-First hypothesis to be tested in
future studies. We were not able to test the Defence-First
hypothesis here because we do not have data on the variation
in mantis defences—their raptorial forelimbs. Specifically, we
do not have evidence regarding the use in defence because
their primary function is likely prey-capture [4].

Given that the vast majority of the descriptions in our
dataset are from behaviour examined when triggered by
humans or other ecological irrelevant stimuli, it is possible
that some species deemed not to display, actually do display
under real predatory attack. To confirm species true display
behaviour, extensive field observation or systematic exper-
iments are required. Similarly, the colour patterns described
may have evolved for a different or dual functions, for
example, flash coloration [59], sexual display [60] or preda-
tion [53]. Thus, much more behavioural data are required to
fully understand the evolution of mantis colour patterns
and their associated behavioural traits.

(d) Are startle displays correlated with species richness?
We found that species in species-rich clades were more likely
to have a display and had more complex startle displays,
whereas evolutionarily isolated (or phylogenetically distinct)
species generally lacked or had less-complex displays. This is
not surprising, as the display is probably a player in lineage
survival and diversification. We speculate that closely related
species, which typically share ecological niches and have
similar morphologies can occupy different parts of the
niche by adapting their behaviour, as opposed to a modifi-
cation of body size, shape and colour [14]. The greater
degree of evolutionary lability in behavioural traits adds sup-
port to this interpretation. Species displays should be
divergent, especially if they are sympatric, as first suggested
to explain the variation in hindwing colour patterns in the
moth genus Catocala [9–11]. If phylogenetically proximal
mantis species inhabit similar geographical areas and share
predator populations, we predict that species’ displays
would diverge to reduce the possibilities for predators to
expect their displays [10]. Alternatively, we may see complex
startle displays in speciose clades because phylogenetic dis-
tinctiveness is not a good proxy for functional trait
originality [61]. That is, if mantis displays are effective at
increasing survival value, the presence of a display may
promote speciation events and lower extinction rates, leading
to higher rates of diversification in mantises with a higher
display complexity.

Our ancestral state reconstruction of mantis display com-
plexity showed high levels of phylogenetic clustering, and the
timetree allowed us to estimate that defensive displays
approximately appeared 60 Ma. The extinction of the dino-
saurs and subsequent radiation of birds began with the
end of the Cretaceous around 66 Ma which places the evol-
ution of startle displays at a roughly similar time to the
radiation of their likely predators. Alternatively, or in
addition, this macroevolutionary pattern could have been
driven by cold climatic periods in the Eocene and Oligocene
[62]. Clavel & Morlon [62] show that past climate has driven
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body size evolution in birds and mammals as evolutionary
rates are substantially higher during periods of cold in the
Cenozoic, probably owing to changes in selective pressures
[62]. Even though the effect of past climate on macroevolu-
tionary patterns might be lower in insects than in
endotherm vertebrates [63], temperature changes on
endotherms could have affected insect defences and thus
their morphological and behavioural traits. We urge caution
in drawing conclusions around time estimates in the current
dataset owing to the limited sampling and low deep-level
support values (typical of many invertebrate phylogenies)
that could have dramatic effects on both the topology and
branch lengths across our timetree, thus affecting the ances-
tral state estimations. While these support value issues have
persisted in Sangar-based analyses, newer genomic studies
are supportive, in many cases, of both the topologies and esti-
mated divergence dates derived from multi-loci datasets [64].
However, the timing of the appearance of startle displays in
mantises in the era that gave rise to bird radiation and
large body size in some animal taxa is a hypothesis worth
pursuing in future studies, especially on species with well-
known habitat usage and complete taxonomic coverage
across well-resolved phylogenetic trees.

(e) Towards a better understanding of the evolution of
deimatic displays

Our study is, to our knowledge, the first to test for evolution-
ary processes that might be driving both behavioural and
morphological traits in startle displays. This study provided
an opportunity to combine a large set of available behaviour-
al descriptions with a robust phylogeny to further our
understanding of startle displays in an evolutionary context.
One caveat is that data were taken from the works of different
researchers and from different papers, potentially giving rise
to biases in the way different people measured the displays
(but see the electronic supplementary material). For example,
stimuli used to entice mantises to perform displays vary and
but are often not ecologically relevant, e.g. physical stimuli
applied by human experimenters (the ‘science poke’ [13,65])
or looming objects [66]. This leaves us with the question as
to whether or not the descriptions truly reflect how and in
response to what stimuli displays are used in the wild.
Edmunds [60] pondered a similar problem when he noticed
that although some species, such as two African mantises,
Hoplocorypha nigerica and Paramantis prasina, had coloration
on their forecoxae they could not be enticed into performing
a display [60]. Similarly, Edmunds noted several species, such
as the Madagascan marbled mantis (Polyspilota aeruginosa),
the African mantis (Sphrodromantis lineola) and Gambian
spotted-eye flower mantis (Pseudoharpax virescens), had
dorsal abdominal colours covered by their wings that were
apparently not used in defensive displays, but rather were
exposed during flight, perhaps functioning as flash coloration
[21,60,67,68] or in intraspecific signalling [69].

There is exciting potential for gathering more biologically
informed measures of primary defences in mantises (such as
special resemblance and general resemblance) to expand our
analysis of their association between primary and secondary

defences. The addition of currently unavailable fine-scale
data on the habitat and life-history characteristics of praying
mantises would also provide deeper insight into what is driv-
ing the evolution of defensive displays, for example diversity
of predator community and mantis hunting behaviour.
Also, as always, more complete phylogenetic coverage, in
particularly more evenly distributed species sampling
across the Mantodea order will reveal whether our study
shows the true evolutionary patterns. While this study rep-
resents the most comprehensive comparative dataset on
praying mantis defensive displays, with more data, there is
no doubt more complexity yet to be considered. Whole-
body movement and rhythmical movements, for example,
are commonly noted characteristics of deimatic displays—in
some cases the animals simply orient to the predator (or
threat) whereas others are more dynamic, e.g. Devil’s
flower mantis (Idolomantis diabolica) individuals perform
repetitive back-and-forth actions and the European mantis
(Mantis religiosa) stridulate repeatedly using their wings
[60]. Additional complexity could also be scored in posturing,
for example, many species can give either a ‘frontal’ or a ‘lat-
eral’ display depending on the angle of the predator’s attack
whereas some seem to only give lateral or frontal displays.
Also, the position of the forelegs during the display varies
from flexed to outstretched [60] (figure 1). Such extreme
signal complexity, and interspecies variability presents excit-
ing future directions and highlights the praying mantises as a
model group to understand the evolution of startle displays.

The complex associations between different selective
pressures and covarying degrees of behavioural and morpho-
logical lability demonstrate the difficulties in identifying
drivers of startle display evolution. Our results, as have
those of many others, highlight the importance of using a
phylogenetic framework when asking questions on broad be-
havioural patterns, but also the complexity associated with
integrating behavioural data with phylogenetic comparative
methods. Thus, our study sheds light on several new hypoth-
eses that might explain the evolution of startle displays in
praying mantises, and that it will serve as a basis for future
empirical and manipulative research into this topic.
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